
Minutes Of The General Body Meeting OF SNATTA CTD NORTH BA 

 

The General Body Meeting of SNATTA CTD, NORTH BA Was organized on 03.05.2024  

at the LCM room, 2nd floor, Bagbazar Telephone Exchange  grandly and with full of 

enthusiasm as per the activity schedule announced by SNATTA CHQ . 

The gracious presence of General Secretary, SNATTA Sri SURESH KUMAR along with Sri 

MAHESH KUMAR (ACS/SNATTA CTD), Sri SUMIT KUMAR (Treasurer/SNATTA CTD), Sri 

VIJENDRA KUMAR, PAWAN KUMAR as well as presence of about 20 members from 

different parts of the Operation Area NORTH marked a strong presence and witnessed a 

wonderful demonstration of the enthusiasm of SNATTA members. 

Presiding over the meeting, MAHESH KUMAR, ACS discussed the objectives of the 

meeting and presented an overview of the current issues of JE cadre. VIJENDRA 

KUMAR addressed the meeting and requested all the members to attend the meeting of 

ASSOCIATION whenever called and present the problem if any, so that association can 

do in your favor to solve the issues. SUMIT KUMAR addressed the meeting and gave 

the account details of SNATTA CTD and highlighting the importance of fund for the 

regular activities of the association, all the members were requested to submit the 

monthly membership dues and cooperate the BA treasurer for monthly membership 

collection. Also BA treasurer has been requested to collect the membership for the year 

2023 and then 2024. 

The meeting continued with the discussion on individual concerns and issues of 

members of different area/exchanges under OA NORTH and it is emphasized the need 

of synchronized efforts between Circle body and BA body to effectively address and 

resolve the issues. 

GS, SURESH warmly welcomed everyone and thanked them for attending the meeting 

and he praised ANANYA KHAN MONDAL with loud applause for organizing the 

meeting with grandeur. He has given the details about the current scenario of wage 

revision and the legal matters of JTO LICE issue. SNATTA is fully in the favor of 

standard pay scale in 3rd wage revision that is minimum of NE 9 must not be less than 

35400. We can do anything with the strength of our unity, so everyone must be in unity 

under the umbrella of SNATTA. SNATTA is an association of JEs, by the JEs and for the 

welfare of JEs. Therefore, all the Junior Engineers, along with strengthening our 

beloved association, will also have to solve our issues ourselves with the strength of our 

unity. We all have so much capability that no one can do more for our betterment than 

we can do on our own. Believe in yourself and believe in your beloved association 

SNATTA. 
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Meeting ends with appreciation of success and strong support of individual members 

with applause for the newly elected body and its anticipated success in navigating the 

challenges ahead. 

 

New Body Of SNATTA for NORTH BA was unanimously elected which are as 

follows. 

 BA President- PRIYANKA GUPTA 

 BA Vice President- BISWAJIT RUDRA 

 BA Co-ordinator- TEJPAL SINGH KANNOJIYA 

 BA Secretary- ASHVINI KUMAR 

 BA Asst. Secretary-  VIKASH KUMAR PANDEY 

BA Finance Secretary/Treasurer- 

1. MADHU RANI 

2. ANUJ KUMAR 

BA AUDITOR- ANANYA KHAN MONDAL 

BA Organizing Secretary- 

1. MUKUL KUMAR 

2. SOUMYADIP DEY 

Executive Body members 

1. Rajkumar Giri 

2. Vijay kumar 

3. Anshika kumari 

 

 All the best to the newly elected body of SNATTA NORTH BA and welcome them in our 

beloved Association. 

SNATTA ZINDAWAD…. 

JE UNITY ZINDAWAN… 


